Data Governance Council

- **Strategy Group**
  - Co-CHAIR (MS & DB)
  - JJ DW RP DB MM
  - DM DC LK LH

- **Data Stewards Group**
  - CHAIR (TK and AK)?
  - Admissions, Registrar,
  - Budget, U Life, Facilities, HR, EM,
  - Finance, OIRA, Devt

- **Data Trustee Group**
  - Admissions, HR, Housing,
  - Advancement, Student Accounts,
  - Sponsored Programs, Finance,
  - Facilities etc.

**Framework**
- Policy Making
- Conflict Resolution
- Set Burdens

**Planning**
- Data access/forms
- Recommendations
- Weigh burdens

**Data definitions**
- Data quality
- Data access issues
- Appropriate use
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